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Orland Weeks is a keen artist in many ways. In having experienced monumental success
with his band The Maccabees, he then went on to explore other creative outlets, including his

children's book The Gritterman. 
 

The music called him back when he was beautifully inspired to write a new collection of
songs during impending fatherhood. The result is a refreshing, masterful piece of art.

 
This Showcase Special celebrates this new direction and recognises the skill and energy that
went into Weeks' debut album A Quickening. It also commemorates Orlando as a creator and
how much this is needed, especially at the moment. It was an honour to have this discussion

with Orlando, and it's already clear to see how much of a triumph this project is.
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With imagination abundantly present in Orlando
Weeks, we find his debut album A Quickening, which
has been receiving glowing reviews recently, a
personal and expressive look at his thoughts. 
 
Although you may know him best from his fourteen
years well spent as the frontman for rock leviathans
The Maccabees, Orlando also creates as an artist and
writer, travelling down different avenues at various
points of his creative journey.
 
“It's all the same thing in a way. Sometimes it's
entirely appropriate to record blasting a
trombone. But depending on the neighbours,
doing some lino print cutting is the kinder thing
to do now and then.” 
 
We were understandably pleased to be able to talk to
him and discover more.
 
Over the years, art galleries have evolved.  Yes, we
have the traditional, impressive buildings of old, but
now you are also likely to find evocative work in a
disused shop. Longing to wander peacefully,
absorbing it all in has become the norm at the
moment, and it’s no different for Weeks.
 
“I miss galleries now that I can't enjoy mooching
around them. Wandering around those places,
with headphones on, listening to a record is one of
my favourite things to do.”
 
 

Orlando then thinks of his combining of practices: 
 
“On tour, I find writing short stories on my phone is
a good way of being productive in a discreet way.
Part of the reason making The Gritterman book was
such a tonic was because it required me to be
working on three disciplines; I never got stuck on
any particular one. If the writing wasn't going
anywhere, I'd do some drawing. If I couldn't get that
drawing of a hand or a hedge to look how I wanted,
then I'd play piano.”
 
It wasn’t a snap decision in the slightest to start writing
a solo album. However, the subject of impending
fatherhood was stirring up an undeniable pull towards
music again. He extends, 
 
“I didn't really approach it in such a clear cut way.
My writing kept coming back to our shared
expectancy. The subject matter felt unavoidable. Try
as we might to diversify our conversations, they
would more often than not come back around to
that subject. It's what I was reading about,
daydreaming about; it's what I was googling about,
so as a result, it's what the algorithms presumed I'd
want to be pointed in the direction of. It sort of
decided for me. In terms of it being a solo project, I
could never have made it if I were in a band. It's too
precious or at least I would felt too precious about
it.”
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"Sometimes it's entirely appropriate to record
blasting a trombone. But depending on the

neighbours, doing some lino print cutting is the
kinder thing to do now and then.”
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An artistic experience inevitably brings many
different emotions bubbling to the surface, often
more so when you are used to bouncing off other
members and then go it alone, although there is
talk of liberation and transparency in a situation such
as this. 
 
“After 14 years of being in a band, I'm still
enjoying the autonomy. I learnt such a lot from
being in a band and working with those other
musicians that, in a way, they're tastes and
opinions still inform my writing now, but I don't
have to change anything that I don't want to, and
any decisions that need making are mine to make.
Strangely it's given me greater confidence in my
work, but I think that's due to the necessity of
having to sign things off. There's nothing
and no one to hide behind or lean on.”
 
Orlando thinks of how much of the Maccabees' sound
he was willing or indeed wanting to take into his new
chapter: 
 
“There were moments where I felt myself actively
kick against that, but it was unhelpful. The best
songs and the majority of the songs on the record
were the ones that weren't a conscious repelling of
something but more of a response to the situation
I was in. I have always enjoyed the sound of brass,
which was something that we embraced with
Maccs." 
 
For A Quickening, he aimed to use it in an especially
contrasting way. 
 
“I was recording long drifts of trumpet or
trombone to use as slurry sort of swooping drones,
less triumphant, more unnerving and woozy.
There is very little guitar on this record, but again
that is more to do with the fact that I'm writing on
piano and enjoying the novelty of that.”
 
 

The record is fantastically orchestral, and our
perceptive creator felt great trust in the pal he chose to
work with.
 
 “I made the record with a dear friend Nic Nell who
makes music under the name Casually Here. His
background is far more electronic. He has an ear for
detail in a way that I don't and is extremely dextrous
in his approach to production. He was excited to try
and preserve the inaccuracies of some of my home
recordings but was also had hindsight when it came
to knowing which moments needed more high
fidelity or grander orchestration. Nic plays clarinet
as well as a bunch of other instruments so he and I
did the bulk of the work,” 
 
Fans will be pleased to hear the distinctive and effective
voice of Orlando, but there are also explorative
moments on some tracks to savour. 
 
“All the singing is me. I sang in choirs when I was
very small, before my voice dropped. Since then, as
with all the music I've made since my early twenties,
it's been a case of learning on the job. The Dream
vocal was a good example of me doing something
throwaway in the studio and Nic recording as we
went.” 
 
He never thought that it would stick, but then felt as
though they would miss it if removed. He continues, 
 
“The same was the case with the end of Safe In Sound
... moments that if I had consciously tried to build
and write wouldn't have worked, but the freedom to
be playful, because you don't think anyone will ever
hear it, conjures some bits that you then can't throw
away.”
 
Soothing and atmospheric, the album celebrates its
percussion whilst having a tender approach. Milk Breath
is a particularly inviting song.
 
 

"The best songs and the majority of the
songs on the record were the ones that

weren't a conscious repelling of
something but more of a response to the

situation I was in."





"Moon's Opera, was an
attempt to add some
fantastical visuals
lyrically. Gulliver's
Travels meets Never

Ending Story.”

 Orlando considers any stand out moments for him:
 
“I'm not sure if this counts as stand-out, but it is
something that I'm only really noticing now,
having had a little distance from it all: I think it is
the most location-specific record I've ever made. In
that, I was at the other end of a very short corridor
to a sleeping baby through most of the finishing of
the song writing, and I feel as though that hushed,
'please don't wake up' almost whispered playing is
there in almost all the songs.”
 
It’s easy to be transported to nature, especially taking
in the lyrics to Moon’s Opera, which came naturally to
Weeks. He expands, 
 
“I think nature, lunar superstition, gut response,
all these things are a part of my recollection of
that time, alongside the highly medicalized,
supervised aspects. Moon's Opera, was an attempt
to add some fantastical visuals lyrically.
Gulliver's Travels meets Never Ending Story.”  
 
From a vocal performance point of view, Nina
Simone's presence is felt, 
 
Or at least my clumsy interpretation of the
freedom she has in her delivery. Her voice has a
mythic, otherworldly feeling to it; how I imagine
an oracle might sound.”
 
My conversation with the proud dad ends with the
burning question of whether his child enjoys A
Quickening, as he is a key inspiration, of course.
Orlando shares, 
 
“My baby is sick of hearing me singing or
listening to mixes or rehearsing at home. He is
fully in love with the Bosa Nova preset button on
my keyboard, and I don't see that changing any
time soon.”
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orlando Weeks releases debut
solo album: A Quickening
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The pace quickens for Safe In Sound, but the

gentle comfort remains with some great

harmonies coming through, which are from the

man himself. Moon’s Opera showcases the range

of Weeks’ voice and elegantly shifts from a state

of hypnotic chant to beautiful swirling sounds.

 

Layers build and evolve, never erupting but

holding attention. Bringing us to a close is Dream.

It is a spiritual piece where his falsetto is a bonus

finishing with an explorative section of

percussion, then a piano that could be playing in a

bar as part of an old Hollywood movie.

 

It’s the sort of thing that you may not be

expecting, it’s not rock and roll, but reels you in,

and by the end, you realise it’s an impressive

collection of eleven songs. This plays on Orlando’s

creative demeanour and strengths to express such

a momentous occasion so eloquently through art.

Here, he has created life in a physical sense, but

also in his career, as he captures a moment in time

that he will never forget. It’s hard to predict

where his music will take us next, but that is a

positive thing indeed.

Like taking a walk through a crisp, soothing forest

and inhaling a deep breath of cool air, Orlando

Weeks’ debut album A Quickening has a natural,

fresh feel to it, whilst being artistically sound. We

know his band The Maccabees ended their time

together on a high, but without notice, leaving

fans wishing for more. This record is not alike, but

evidently holds an essence of the band, which will

be graciously welcomed from new and old

listeners alike. A truthful concept, the inspiration

came from Weeks' feelings leading up to, and at

the beginning, of fatherhood. The result is a

heartwarming legacy for his child to behold.

 

All the songs act as one meandering stream, never

bold or loud, but full of intrigue, covering a

spectrum of emotions. Many all over the world

have the same experience, but always in a unique

and personal way. Orlando has managed to

capture this. The record makes full use of its

orchestral highlights, especially the brass

sections, and presents soft melodies topped with

the unmistakable tones of his voice.

 

We open with the piano for Milk Breath as he as

lovingly repeats my son. It soars, giving a feeling

of elevation; it’s gorgeous. Then we come back

down to earth, hearing my son once more. Lead

single Blood Sugar contains a beeping that is

reminiscent of hearing a new heartbeat and holds

the most drama of all the songs, as he

unconditionally sings, I’ll be your blood sugar.

 

 

"It’s the sort of thing that you may
not be expecting, it’s not rock and

roll, but reels you in, and by the end,
you realise it’s an impressive
collection of eleven songs."
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